Veda-poorva activities like vaidika rituals, physical discipline like pooja, pilgrimage, social service
etc. and verbal discipline like japa, paaraayanam, kind words and so on accompanied by karma-yoga
attitude helps to prepare the mind.

Thus the well prepared mind ensures reduction in ahankara,

mamakara and mind expansion happens through the understanding of viswaroopa Isvara (understanding
that all that is here is Isvara). Such a ready mind can accomplish self-knowledge by studying vedanta,
systematically and consistently under a competent guru for a length of time and attain Jnanam!. With this
introduction, we continue from last year and now enter verse 22.

Jnani and Jnana-nishta
For such a jnani, the karma, upasana and veda, having done their part, has no more relevant. On the
other hand, for the ajnani mere indulgence in karma and upasana has no consequence if it is not leading to
jnana. By the fire of knowledge the sancita and agami karma are destroyed for the jnani and prarabhdha
karma is exhausted by undergoing its experience.

Brahma or atma svaroopam
Of seer and seen, the absolute seer (caitanya vastu) is satyam brahman and whatever seen is mitya.
Ishvara is with maya-upadhi and jiva is with avidya-upadhi. Brahman transcends both. Brahman itself
being formless and nirgunam, with maya upadi, manifest with form and gunas. The karyams (effect) being
not different from its karanam (cause), whatever manifested as universe is none other than brahman itself.
Also whatever one experiences in waking, sleeping and deep-sleep is brahman alone. Thus there exists
nothing other brahman.
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